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CHAPTER I.
THE CALLING OF THE CONVENTION.
The Constitution of 1848 was defective in many particulars,
but the worst defects in practice may be grouped under these heads:
1. It allowed private legislation. 2. It fixed the salaries of state
officers at too low an amount. 5. The judicial system was inade-
quate.
Under the practical workings of the Constitution of 1848 pri-
vate and special legislation had grown into a monstrous evil. Bills
were passed by title only, and often they did not contain exactly
what their titles indicated. The mass of these private bills was
so great that it is hardly conceivable that members of the legis-
lature really knew what laws they were enacting. Because of the
demands upon the time of the legislature for the consideration of
these bills, laws of a public nature were delayed in their consid-
eration or never passed.
Salaries of state officers were fixed so low that they were
not at all adequate to meet the exoenses of a man residing in a city
during the comparatively high prices existing These salar-
A
ies were:- Governor $1500, Secretary of State $800, Treasurer $800,
luditor $1000. These sums appear almost rediculously small when
we take into consideration the work to be done, the talent demanded,
and the cost of conducting a campaign.
The decade from 1850 to 1360 was one of unexampled development
in the state. Population increased at a very rapid rate. The framers
of the old constitution had formulated a judicial system to meet
the conditicns of industry and population as they existed in 1350.
With the new growth in both industry and population these judicial
regulations became inadequate and a new constitutional provision

became a necessity. Mr Antony sums up the situation as follows:A
"As a matter of fact, the state increased in population so fast, an*-'
the development of the various complicated interests was so rapid,
ana there were so many things that came to pass that nobody antici-
pated or thought of, that the Constitution became almost obsolete.
The people had outgrown it, and it was so defective in so ..iany par-
ticulars that a new constitutional convention became imperative': 1
The demand for a revision of the Constitution became general
and on February 3, 1859 the legislature provided by .ioint resolu-
tion that the votersjat the regular election in 18G0 should vote
for or against calling a constitutional convention? The result of
the popular vote was decidedly in favor of calling the convention.
In accordance with this expression cf opinion, bills were intro-
duced in both houses cf the legislature. In the HOttTO, a bill pro-
viding for a convention was introduce(^January 10, 1861. 3 After some
discussion, this bill was referred to a committee on judiciary
which on January 29 reported the bill back with the recommendation
that it be not passed. 4 in the meantime the senate had passed a bill
providing for a convention to "amend the Constitution". The House
took up this senate bill and parsed it on January 22 by a vote of
seventy-one to zero? The Senate killed a bill similar to the House
bill, and on January 31, 1861 the final bill providing for a con-
vention to "amend or revise the Constitution" was approved. This
law provided that delegates should be elected in the fal_ of 1861
1. Constitutional History of Illinois, p . 106:
2. Journal of House of Representatives 1859, p,386.
3. Journal of House of Representatives 1861, p, 38.
4. Journal of House of Pepresentatives 1861, P. 244.
5. Journal House cf Representatives 1861, p. 187.

sfrom the same districts and in the same manner as members of the
lower house of the legislature. It also carried with it an appro-
priation to meet the necessary expenses of the convention, fixed
the time and place of meeting, as£ the rate of pay for the dele-
gates, and provided that the results of the labors of the convention
should be submitted to the voters for their ar>proval-!-
Before the delegates could be elected, horever, moment )US
things had happened. The storm of civil war burst upon the country
and party issues were forgotten. The southern half of the state
was overwhelmingly Democratic and at the same time intensely op-
posed to abolition. The position of the maiority appears to have
been that slavery was all right in the south, that the southern
states had a perfect right to keep slaves, and that property rights
in these slaves should be protected; but they were not willing that
negroes should enter Illinois, and fevr probably favored any measure
that would introduce slavery into any territory already free- - un-
less the people of such section were in favor of its introduction.
While they would not support any measure looking toward interfer-
ence with slavery wherefit existed, and even looked, with favor upon
slavery as an institution, the great majority would not support
t
the slavery men in their attempt to destroy the Union. They were,
in 1861
}
in a humor heartily to support a war for the maintenance
of the Union, but would not have supported such a war if they had
seen that the logical and inevitable result would be the destruc-
tion of slavery. Because of their loyalty to the government , and
because of the excitement following the fall of Ft. Sumter, party
controversies were almost forgotten. There was but one party and
that a Union one. Hfl time went on, however, and the first outburst
1« Text of law in Pub. Laws passed by 23nd General Assembly, p. 84.

4of patriotism spent itself, the people began to realize the serious-
ness of the struggle. Men who had been prominent in Democratic pol-
itics had to either ,1oin the Republican party, enter the army,
Keep their party organization alive by raising local and state
issues, or leave politics. A loyal citizen could follow any one
o T_> these courses, undoubtedly opposition to the war was developing
during the latter part of 1861 and early part of 1862, yet there is
very little, if any, evidence that such opposition found expression
in the election in November 1861. There is ^cme evidence, however,
that some Democrats considered the convention a convenient means
of reorganizing the party on state issues and so keeping it alive
until the war was over. No doubt the sentiment expressed in an ed-
itorial on the "Constitutional Convention" of the Urbana Weekly
Democrat, August 24, 1861, war; that of many a Democratic journal
and leader. It was as follows :-
" The Democrats of Champaign County should w^-ce up to the im-
portance of selecting delegates to the convention, and proclaim
in tones that cannot be misunderstood that they are in earnest
upon all matters absorbing state casualties at this particular time.
We have a right to such vigor and prudence in the action of the con-
vention as should characterize the Democracy as independent in the
fall election. The whip and spur of extreme abolitoin sentiment
and the efforts made to give the war a partisan character should
teach us the experience (advantages) of sound legislation for
the prosperity of Illinois. T rnles^ revive our party on issue as
far as regards state and local elections and demand our rights in
the state, it may be expected that we will have to witness in si**
lence the overthrow ***** of Democratic principles ****. This
question is one of great magnitude, and the Democrats of the whole

state should not be caught napping ****** for the issue is to them
sincts, that all may vote understaridingly, and not be lead into
pleasing eccentricities by the opposite party". On August 31, this
same paper, in an editorial, speaks of needed amendments to the
Constitution and appeals to the Democrats to mantain the party
on local and state issues.
\b to the general interest taken in the election of delegates
the Urbana Democrat of November 6,1861 has the following to say:-
"The annual election came off on Tuesday last; after years of
most intense political excitement
%
-it seems strange to se old party
lines blotted out and the people casting about, making choice of
the best and most deserving without any respect to former po-
litical organization. This is as it should be and any person at-
tempting to foster and keep alive old party feuds, is doing more
for the rebel influence than he is for this government unde^ which
he lives".
From this statement it would seem clear that there was some
little attempt by Democrats to revive their party by coVrolling
the Convention, yet there was little interest taken in the elec-
tion. The local Republican paper scarcely mentioned the election
at all and while Champaign County was Republican - Webber, the Dem-
ocratic candidate, carried the county by a majority of 3G4.
The total vote was about one half of that of 1860. In some Demo-
cratic districts - as at Springfield - the party made a party
fight and elected its candidates. In other districts "Unoin" candi-
dates were put up. These turned out later to be mainly Democrats*
In still other districts Republicans were elected as such. The
Republican presn, as appears from an examination of the papers
Discuss them now in your towns and pre-
n
• f!0! *
6of Springfield, Bloomin?:ton and Champaign, semed to have allowed
the election to pas^ practically unnoticed. Thus either through
intrigue on the part of the Democrats, ne.^li^enco on the part of
Republicans, or because so many of the ablest lawyers were Dem-
ocracts, the convention was composed of 45 Democrats, 21 repub-
licans, 7 fusionists^ and 2 who were classed as doubtful}
1. Lloses, "Illinois Historical and Statistical" page 650.

7CHAPTER II.
A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CONVENTION.
The Convention met at Springfield on January 7, 1862. A per-
manent organization was effected by electing V/illiam A. HackcTjof
Union county as president, William II. Springer of Logan county as
secretary, and John f. . errit of Marion county as assistant sec-
retary. One of the first questions that ariose was the form of oath
to be administered to the members. The (then existing) constitu-
tion provided that all officers occupying positions of trust or
profit under the state government should take an oath to support
the state constitution. Mr. Anthony wa^ among the first to broach
the subject. His position and that of the majority may be seen
from the following extract from his speech during the debate on
the question:- " The point that I insist on is that the conven-
tion itself should determine the form of oath. I agree with
the gentlemen, that the oath prescribed is a ve*y proper one: but
A
it is proper for the Convention to determine the matter for itself
* h»**» it was unanimously decided in the constitutional conven-
tion of Ohio when the subject was then broached, that there was
a manifested inconsistency, tha -* delegates elected to revise and
amend the constitution should take an oath to support the very
constitution they were called upon to take part in perhaps en-
tirely revising and remodelling *.*..***** i merely throw out the
suggestion for members of the convention to determine the ques-
tion '4 The minority took the ground that there was no in-
consistency in members shearing to support the constitution of the
state as the Convention was acting under the provisions of that
l. Debates in Constitutional Convention Jan.7,£tate Reg. Jan. 8, '62.

8constitution and would continue to do so, and especially should
such oath be taken since it was prescribed by the instrument which
would continue to be the law of the land until the new constitution
should be ratified by the voters of the s + ate.
The form of oath the majority finally decided should be ad-
ministered was:- "You do swear to support the Constitution of the
United states, and faithfully discharge the duties of your office
as delegate to the Convention for the purpose of amending and re-
vising the constitution of the state of Illinois"} The fact that
the Convention refused to take an oath to support the state consti-
tution was made the ground for 3s continual criticism by
the Republican press, led by the State Journal and the Chicago
Tribune. It was even insisted that the Convention was not legal-
ly organized because of the failure to take the prescribed oath.^
On the afternoon of the first day there was a resolution
passed providing for the appointment of a committee to investi-
gate " and report to the Convention as to the obligatory force of
the law calling this Convention, and as to the power of the Conven-
tion to appoint a printer. This resolution was introduced, to allow,
if possible, the appointment of a Democratic printer and also to
determine the extent of th€ powers of the Convention. The Consti-
tution of 1848 had provided that all public printing should be let
by contrac + to the lowest responsible bidder. The legislature in
1. Conventional Journal page 3.
2. Editorial in the State Register, February 28 quoting from the
Chicago Tribune, also numerous editorials in tho State Journal.
3. Journal of Convention page 8.

accordance with this act. had panned a law providing the manner of
letting the printing ordered by the General Assembly, and the law
calling the Convention had provided that the Seeretary of State
should»cause such printing to be lone as should be ordered by the
Convention*. Thus t'^ere was no necessity for any action by the
convention unless it wished to take the opportunity to test its
powers. The committee, consisting of Antony Thornton, Julius Manning;
B.S. Edwards, William J. Allen, and Elliot Antony rented on the '
following day. The majority report took the ground that the law
calling the Convention was no longer binding, that the Convention
was supreme touching all questions incident to the alteration
and amendment of the constitution, and that the Convention had
full power to contract for such printing an it might require. J.Ir.
.
Anthony brought in a minority report opposed to the sweeping pow-
ers assumed, and claimed that the legislature was empowered to pro-
vide for the printing and in fact had already done so} The majori-
ty report was adopted, however, by a vote of 49 to 21. This early
assumption of far reaching powers on the part of the Convention
at once ar/oused hostile criticism on the part of the administra-
tion papers, it was pointed out. that if the Convention considered
itself no longer bound by the law ealling it, it might also refuse
to observe that part of the law providing that its work should be.
submitted to a vote of the people. This criticism of the Convention
however, was in a measure silenced by the passage of a resolution
late on the same day that all changes in the constitution should be
submitted to a vote of the people. 2
1. Reports of proceedings in state Journal, ~~january~10.
3. Constitutional Journal, page 28.
t
10
The work, of the first threrjor four weeks after the Convention
was organized was done principally in committee meetings. During
this time the general meetings were devoted to the confederation
of resolutions covering a very wide range of subjects. Every state
officer was called upon for extensive reports. Especially was there
a marked tendency to investigate the executive department and the
manner in which Governor Yates had conducted the organization
and equipment of the volunteers and the expenditure of the war
fund. tre wan c ailed upon for an account of the indebtedness of
the state, names of all contractors to be paid by the state, cop-
ies of contracts, and all the correspondence relating to the trans-
fers of the state commissary department to the United States Quar-
ter Master C-eneral. He was also called upon for the various details
of the organization and equipment of the volunteers of the state?
information as to military arrests3
,
and various other things. On
February 1 a resolution was passed "instructing" the Governor and
other state officers to suspend all further action upon the claims
of the Illinois Central Railroad company until the convention
could investigate its claims* To this the governor replied on
February 13 that he denied any right of the Convention to instruct
him in the performance of his dutv and could only regard their
resolution in the light of advice. 5 Connected with this extensive
inquiry into the affairs of the executive department was the direc-
tion given to the committee on military to enquire into the way
1. Resolution of 7entworth, Convention Journal, Jan. 13, p. 59.
2. Resolution of Brooks, Jan. 20, Convention Journal, page 121.
3. Resolution of Omelveney, Feb. 11, Convention Journal, page 407
J
4. BucXmaster 1 s resolution Feb.l, Convention Journal, page 236.
5. Governor Yates 1 Communication, Feb. 13, Conv'n Journal, p. 421.
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the Illinois BOldiers in the field had been supplied, which com-
mittcf after making many inquiries reported toward the close of the
Convention.
These measures taken together gave the impression to many
people that there was a deliberate attack being made upon the
Yates administration; in fact the attack was so open that no
Democratic leader denies it.
In the heated condition of politics it was inevitable that
questions of national politics should creep in; many of these inti-
mately affected conditions within the state, and hence there was
some excuse for dragging them into the discussions. The questions
which received the widest discussion were, the direct tax, the
negro problem, the United States Treasury notes, and the pro-
posed amendment to the Federal- Constitution. On all but one of
these questions definite action was taken. The negro problem was
a serious one in the estimation of the representatives from the
southern part of the state, and they stood for severely repressive
constitutional provisions. The delegates from several of the north-
ern counties considered all provisions in regard to negroes as
entirely unnecessary and only calculated to arouse party feeling.
After much bitter discussion the question was settled by the in-
sertion in the constitution of three seperate propositions all of
which were to be voted upon seperately. The first was tc prevent
all negroes and mulattoes immigrating to and settling in the state,
the second denied them the right of suffrage or the right to hold
office, and the third gave the General Assembly power to pass
all necessary laws to carry the other two propositions into
1. Resolution of Brocks, ran. 18, Convention Journal, page 114.
2 Report of Committee on Military, invention Journal, p. 323.

(y'ect. 1 12
The question of ratifying the proposed thirteenth amendment
to the constitution, providing that congres' should never be given
power to abolish or interfere with slavery in any state, was dis-
posed of in a way to arouse considerable criticism. In
submitting the proposed amendment to the states Congress na d. pro-
vided that it should be ratified by the different state legisla-
tures. In spite of this fact President Hacker, on February 8,
brought in an ordinance ratifying the amendment. J This ordinance,
in the face of strenuous opposition from the more conservative
members who recognize^ the great impropriety of such action while
the war was still in progress and insisted that the Convention
was powerless to taXe any legal action in the matter, was finally
passed without amendment by a vote of thirty-nine to twenty-three?
Ordinanceswere net popular at that time, but it was the method re-
sorted to in dealing with the other two problems mentioned above.
Mr, Singleton
3
on February 13
}
submitted an ordinance making it law-
ful for all collectors of revenue within the state to accept
4
treasury notes in payment for all fines or assessments. This
ordinance was, however, rejected. The Convention tried to pro-
vide for the settlement of the direct tax levied upon the state
by Congress, by authorizing the Governor through an ordinance
to set off the direct tax against, the amount due the state from the
Federal Government on account of supplies furnished Illinois
volunteers.
'
1. Article XVIII, Negroes A Mulattoes- Convention Journal, p. 1008.1
2. Convention Journal, page 338.
3. Convention Journal, page 452.
4. Convention Journal, page 444.
5 Convention Journal, pa^re 940.
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This ordinance war. introduced by i.:r. Edwards on March 19
s
and the
Convention promptly passed it.*
It is worthy of note that only resolutions were passed lur-
ing the first four weeks of the Convention while during the last
nix weeks of its existence the Convention sought to settle ques-
tions by means of ordinances, of which two more must be mentioned.
After the news of the severe battle of Ft.Donelson had arrived
people were vying with each other in providing some means of assist-
ing in the relief of the wounded soldiers. On February 18. Mr.lian-
niV brought in his famous ordinance appropriating 0500,000. in ten
per cent bonds for the relief of the sick and wounded soldiers. 2
Of all the impractical things proposed and done by the Convention
this rras probably the worst. Relief for the soldiers was needed
at once, if at all. It would take months to prepare bonds and place
them upon the market. Then, too, the rate was absurd, being far
above that at which the state could readily borrow. The great fact,
however, that rendered the action of no great value was the extreme
doubt as to the authority of the Convention to authorize the issue
such bends. All these objections and others were urged against the
passage of the ordinance, but the majority would listen to neither
reason nor delay and adopted the measure by a vote of fifty to
sixteen. 3
The last ordinance to occupy the attention of the Convention
was that of Wentworth^ introduced March 18 md pas~ed three days
later, providing that the city of iaicago should hold a special
1. Convention Journal, page 490.
2. Convention Journal, page 579.
3 Convention Journal,page 580.

14.
election on the third Tuesday in April 1862, at which the people
should vote for or against the city electing its own officers. The
ordinance then vent on to repeal thre- specific acts of the
legislature. 1 This ordinance actually went onto effect , the pro-
posed election was held , and the people voted in favor of electing
their own officers. On the defeat of the constitution as a whole,
however, the city government continued to exist as "before, and the
three legislative acts purported to be repealed., continued to be en-
forced. 2
The other ortions of the constitution that received most
attention were:- the articles on banks and on judiciary, the bill
of rights, the provision for suits against the state, and the sub-
ject of apportionment.
The article on banks and currency was important because its
first and fifth sections ?iere to go into immediate effect and
remain in force unless the constitution should be rejected by
the people? The former provided that in future no ae banking cor-
poration nor association with powers of circulation should be cre-
ated within the state, and the latter prohibited the auditor from
receiving any bonds as security for notes to be issued thereon.
The essential features of the fifth section had been embodied in
a resolution pas-ed February 74 and was supposed to have been in
operation since that date.
There were two great objections to these two sections . In
1. Convention Journal, page 923.
2. J.A.Jameson, The Constitutional Convention, page 394.
3. Convention Journal
,
page 037.
4. Convention Journal
,
page 356.
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the first place the fifth section amounted to a virtual abrogation of
bank charters. Llany members like Thornton1 too;: the ground that ttie
bank charters were contracts and that it was not within the powers
of the convention to abrogate them. On the other h°nd Fuller^5 Ed-
wards, and others gave exhaustive armaments to show that the meas-
ures were not attacks upon vested interests and that bank charters
are really only forms of general legislation which may be changed
by subse luent legislative acts. The other objection was that these
sections should not go into immediate effect - that legally they
could not do so until submitted to a vote of the people. Home
members of the Convention, as for example Ventworth, while taking
the general ground that the Convention had no power to put the Claud-
es into immediate effect, and did not know how the auditor would look
upon the "instructions" considered, the clauses harmless. 3 if they
were effective so much the better,' if they were not observed.no
3
harm would be done.
The third and fourth sections of the same articles provide?
that " after the year 186G no bank bill, check, draft, note, written
or printed instrument of any kind, character or denomination what-
ever, ( intended to circulate as money) shall be uttered or
parsed in this state", 4 and that the legislature should pass laws
4
at its first session to enforce the above provisions. The sixth
clause provided that no corporation with either banking or de-
posit powers should ever be created in the state. The whole ar-
ticl was recognized by even the supporters of the majority as
being so sweeping in its nature as to be impractical.
1. Debates of Constitutional Convention, Feb. 5, State Reg'r reb.7.
2
• » i i ' n i» Feb . 5 , in » » » Feb
.
q .
3 * •» »> it it Feb. 7, in • i it Feb. 13
4. Constitutional Journal page 1097.

1G
Even some of the Democratic papers recognized this fact. The arti-
cle would also have brought the state into direct conflict with the
Federal Government on account of the new national banks which were
being provided for by acts of Congress.
The question of the power of the Convention to reapportion th^
state for legislative purposes was not questioned, because a change
in the number of representatives made a new apportionment necessary^
but the specific apportionment adopted was seriously objected to
on the ground that it was a practical Gerrymander. There is evidence
that it was intended to be so, but that phase will be discussed
later. The national reapportionment of congressmen had given
Illinois one more congressman than there were congressional
districts in the state. This was at once seized upon as an e vcuse
for reapportioning the state. On January 21 a resolution was passed
instructing the committee on judiciary to inquire into the power
of the Convention to redistrict the state for members of Congresst
The majority of V e committee reported favorably, on January 22nd.
i
A majority holding that the Convention had no such power, made its
o
report two days later. The question was ably discussed in the
Convention for some time. On March 5th the committee on congres-
sional apportionmet was instructed by resolution to district the
state at once for members of Congress. 3 Fuller presented
a very able non-partisan argument showing the apparent necessity
for and the power of the Convention to take such action. 4 The
apportionment was bitterly opposed on the ground of lack of power
on the part of the Convention, and on the ground that the apportion-
1. Convention Journal, page 131.
2. Convention Journal, page 179.
3
« and 4. Convention Journal^ pages 179 and 695 respectively.
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mej adopted was manifestly partisan. The pressure war so great
that the majority finally decided to submit this as a seperate
measure and so not endanger the whole constitution.
In the bill of rights
f
the principal thing! discussed vere the
abolition of indictment by grand-curies in criminal cases les^
than felony and several clauses statin? the relations between the
Federal Government and the state governments. The discussions went
far afield and were the occasion for the introduction of much
matter that was purely political in its nature and of no partic-
ular use in the formation of the constitution.
In the discussion of the rticle on judiciary
f
the principal
points of difference were over the increase of authority given
to the courts, the division of the state into districts for su-
preme court purposes
,
and the various places at which sessions
Qf the supreme court should be held. The question of the increase
of expense under the proposed judicial system was also discussed.
Questions of a partisan nature did not materially affect the debates
on this article. The provision of the constitution allowing suits
against the state to be brought in the circuit courts was somewhat
novel. The Daily Fantagraph of Bloomington asserted that this clause
was introduced in the interesr of the McAllister Claims. 1 The
wording was certainly adroit enough tc admit that claim and. very
few others that were then pending^ yet no such charges were brought
during the discussions. At the same time it is not improbable that
the parties interested in that claim helped engineer that clause
through, since :.nder tlie leadership of Singleton they made a deter-
mined effort to have the claim allowed by the next legislature.
1. Daily Fantagraph, June 6, 18G2.
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As as has been said, the most effective work of the Conven-
tion was done during the last few weeks of its existence. The
criticism of its assumption of extreme powers, and of its scarcely
veiled attacks upon the state administration became so severe that
the members of the Convention became afraid that any constitution
they might draw up would be rejected. The Republican press, tc«»
gether with some of the democratic papers loyal to the war policy
of the administration, began to, array themselves definitely a-
gainst the constitution. Several members withdrew from the Con-
vention during its closing days. When the final vote was taken on
the adoption of the constitution only forty-nix were present, and
of these, four voted against the adoption. Only fifty- six names
were signed to the engrossed copy of the constitution, and of
these, ten were signed through power of attorney. 1
On March 21, Mr. Burr, acting for the committee, reported
an address to the people. 2 This address stated the necessity
for an increase in salaries and showed the advantage of allowing
salaries of state officers to be fixed by the legislature. The ad-
dress discur-sed in detail the more important features of the con-
stitution. The requirement that bills should be read on three
different days was presented as a cure for the evils of special
legislation. The limitation on the debt making power of municipal-
ities and the repeal of the tro mill tax would protect the tax pay-
er, eftr* the giving of the soldiers in the field the right to vote
would protect the Interests of the voluiite^r^.^^echanic's lien would
1. Convention Journal, p. 1114 - Moses says 48 were present, 44 for
and 4 against. •>
2. Convention Journal page 1115 - Moses says that 54 members
signed, the constitution.
5. Convention Journal Tpage 1038. __
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protect the laborer. The article on banks was held ujj as the only
remedy for the evils of former banking laws. In closing, the address
seeks to show how the ordinance in. regard to the direct tnx would
render unnecessary an extra session of the legislature ,defends the
length of its own session, and appeals to the people to consider the
constitution carefully before voting upon it. A hundred thousand
copies of this addre orN , together with the new constitution* were
ordered printed in pamphlet form and distributed to the members
of the Convention for the benefit of their constituents. Having
completed its labors the Convention adjourned on the morning of
l.iarch 24, having been in session seventy-five days.
Before leaving Springfield, an organization of the members
opposed to the constitution was effected. The influence of the
entire state administration as well as that of most of the members
of Congress was thrown arrainst the new constitution. The entire
Republican press was organized • to decry it and prevent its adoption.
The principal lines of attack were: that it greatly increased the
cost of the state government, carried with it objectionable negro
clauses, the provision allowing the soldiers to vote did not amount
to anything as the commission was to begin taking the vote before
the constitution was printed,- the legislative and congressional
apportionments were Gerrymanders of the worst type, and last of
all the adoption of the constitution would be heralded as a great
Democratic victory and would enable the Democrats to control the
state government for years to come. 1 On the other hand, the Derno-
cratic journals vigorously defended the constitution because
of the Illinois Central Railroad clause?n8ecause it protected
A
1. R -'ora the daily Rantagraph during May and June, 1362.
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labor interests, The measures they claimed would secure the latter
result were:- the lien for mechanics, the provision for the
establishment a board of agriculture, the establishment of a fixed
day for the payment of taxes and assessments, and the exclusion of
stumptail. They also claimed the new apportionment was in favor of
the Republicans, and that the advantages arisin~ from the limitation
of the power of municipal corporations to tax and from the repeal
of the two mill tnx.^would be considerable, "his is the same line
of argument taken by Burr in his address to the people. The election
was fiercely contested, each side resorting to every political device
at its command. The first reports indicated that the constitution
had been adopted °nd the Democratic papers rejoiced ac-ordingly.
The following extract from the Chicago Times on the day following
the election, while probably a little overdrawn, gives a good idea
of the bitterness of the contest.
"It was a political issue made so by the Republican leaders
and by every Republican newspaper organ in the s f<ate. The Democ-
racy accepted the issue, behold the result.' It has been a fierce-
ly fought contest by the Republican leaders and newspaper organs,
and the contest was commenced at the a^semblin- of the Constitu-
tional Convention in January -**-*-*** **-*•***-*.
The majority of the Convention were denounced as a band of
secession conspiritors, and the constitution has never been allud-
ed to by a Republican newspaper in any more gracious terms than
a "secession ordinance 1 an 'Egyptian swindle', an 'accursed thing'
and no known supporter of it has escaped the epithet of • secession-
ist ' and' traitor 1 , and the result of the election, according to
1. Urbana Democrat , June 12.
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these Republican newspapers, was to decide whether Illinois is a
loyal or secession state. Other elements entered in. The Federal
Government as far as congressmen could aid was thrown ngainst the
constitution, as well as banks, railroads, and express companies."
The article went on to claim the election by 20,GCC.
These early reports, however, were toe sanguine. According
to the schedule ,the voters were to vote on six different proposi-
tions, viz:- on the constitution as a Whole, on the three negro
propositions, on the article on bank currency, and on the congres-
sional apportionment. Of these the constitution as a whole, the
bank proposition ,and the apportionment one were defeated. The negro
propositions were carried. The totals are given below.
1
For the new Constitution _____________ 125,052.
Against the new constitution - -- -- -- -- -- - 141,10.3.
For the bank proposition -------------- 126,538.
Against the bank proposition ----------- 130,339.
For negro and mulatto proposition No.l2 - - - - - 171,896.
Against the same -__-----_--_--_-_ 71,306.
For negro and mulatto proposition No. 2 ------ 211,920'
Against the same -_--_-__-______-_ 35,649.
For negro and mulatto proposition No.34 ______ 198,938.
Against the same ----_---_------_ 44,414.
1. From official register of votes in Secretary of State's office.
2. Excluding negroes and mulattoes from the state.
3. Forbidding negroes and mulattoes the right of suffrage.
4. Giving the legislature pevrer to enforce the other provisions.
/
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For the Congressional apportionment ------- 125,740.
Against the same --------------- 132,070.
The above are totals of the vote by counties. The geographical
distribution of the votes may be seen from the accompanying maps,
llow nearly the vote was a party one may be seen by comparing the
vote on the constitution as a whole with the map showing the vote
in I860* and with that shorin- the vote in 1862.

VOTE 07 13G0 AND THE PROPOSED SENATORIAL APPORTIONMENT.
1. Shade 1 areas are the ~ounties riving Republican majorities.
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving Democratic majorities
3. Red lines indicate senatorial district lines.
4. Figures show white population according to the census of 1860
5. Outside of CooK county thin would have made nineteen out of
the thirty-three districts solidly Democratic. The legislative ap
portiomnent was
t
iust as bad.
LIBRARY
OF THE
UNIVEKSITY of ILLINOIS
VOTE ON THE CONSTITUTION AS A WHOLE.
1. Shaded areas are the counties giving majorities against
the Constitution.
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving majorities for
the Constitution.

VOTE 70R STAT3 TREASURER IN 1862.
1. Shaded areas are the counties giving majorities for the
Republican candidate, Mr. Butler,
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving lajorities ^or the
Democratic candidate, Mr. stame.

PROPOSED CONGRESSIONAL APPORTIONMENT,
1. Red linen show district boundries.
2. Figures show white population according to the census in 18G0.
3. Outside of CocK county this would have made seven of the
fourteen districts solidly Democratic.

NEGRO PROPOSITION NO. I.
1. Shaded areas are the counties giving majorities against the
jroposi ion.
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving majorities for the
the proposition.

NEGRO PROPOSITION NO. II,
1. Shaded areas are the counties giving majorities against
the proposition.
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving majorities for the
proposition.

NEGRO PROPOSITION NO. III.
1. Shaded areas are the counties giving majorities against the
proposition.
2. Unshaded areas are the counties giving majorities for the
proposition.

The vote of the soldiers is not recorded, apparently it was
never tnken^Vull; but the portion of it that is available indicate
that their votes were almost solidly against the constitution. Be-
low are the votes o^ two regiments as reported by soldier cor-
respondents.
"Votes of the 13th Illinois ^egiment 1
For the adoption of the constitution --------- 9.
I Against adoption ------------------- 643.
For the bank proposition -------------- 3.
Against the same 643.
For the negro sections --------------- 6.
Against the same ----------------- 650.
For the congressional apportionment (5,
Against the same - - 650. •
"Votes of the Mcrmal Regiment 2
The vote was taken by the officers of the regiment and
not by the commissioners on Liay 21. v/hole vote 593- only six for
and these were from a single messl' Of course both of these regi-
ments were really from the northern element of the state, the 13th
being mustered at Dixon and the Normal Regiment from around Bloom-
ington; yet they express a unanimity of opinion that is surprising.
The vote of these regiments against the negro propositions is in-
structive, especially when one compares with it the great majority
for these measures given by the state as a whole. Abolition
1. From the Missouri Democrat in iiaily Pantarraph, Bloomington, 111.
June 11.
2. Daily Pant agraph, June. 17.
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sentiment seems to have rrovn much more rapidly in the army
Wong the voters in the north who had staid at home.
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CHAPTER III.
THE CONSTITUTION AC ADOPTED EY THE CONVENTION
h •
Mr. An^jmy in his constitutional History of Illinois says
that the new constitution was a good one and would have been an
improvement over that of 1848, As it never had a chance to be test-
ed, it is impossible to say Just how well it would have worked, but
in the light of present experience it had seme very serious defects,
Among these wan the article on banks and currency htf* &EBBBSJ . This
would have driven every banking institution in the state out of
business, and in its operation would have conflicted with the
National Banking Act. The experience of the few years preceeding
the calling of the Convention had not been of such a nature as
to arouse very much enthusiasm for banks of any kind. There had
been so many failures, and abuses and wild-cat banking under the
old laws had been so notorious, that some positive remedy was nec-
essary; but the proper remedy did not lie in the direction of the
measure adopted. Simply because banks had been badly managed was
not sufficient excuse for abolishing them entirely. The measure
reads today as though it might have been framed by the first Con-
stitutional Assembly of the French revolution, it appears so rad-
ical and impractical. When one considers the enormous expansion
of the credit system under our present banking laws, he can not but
be convinced that the extreme prohibitions of this part of the
constitution would have seriously interfered with business.
The clause1 in the article on the legislative department prac-
tically allowing the state to be sued in any circuit court of the
state was of doubtful advisability. According to this section
1. Article IV, gection 53.

7 1Ofj »
the legislature wa3 compelled to appropriate money to pay the
claims allowed by the courts. It in doubtful whether any state
can consistently nllow i f self to be sued. Most of the states re- use
to be made the defendant in a suit at lav:, and It was something
of an innovation for the state of Illinois to take a different at-
titude. In order to prevent the encroachment of the judiciary upon
the legislative department the courts of the state should not have
the last word to say on claims against the state, but the legis-
lative department should be free to determine such claims in its
own way.
The provision that bills should be read at large on three dif-
ferent days, would have checked but would not have prevented private
and special legislation. The provision that only general laws could
be passed on certain subjects would have been adequate as far as
it went. A far larger number of subjects were reserved for general
laws than was the case in the constitution of 1848. The subject of
private legislation had been one of the most crying evils under
the old constitution. On this subject the new constitution stands
about mid way between the lack of efficient regulation under the
constitution of 1848 and the almost complete prohibitions of the
present constitution.
The only essentially new provisions in the bill of rights
were sections 11 and 31. The former provided for a sumr.ary trial
in all criminal cases less than felony, and the latter stated the
ideas of the Convention regarding the nature of the Union between
the states. The terra of the state officers was reduced from four to
two years and the officers in charge were to be turned out of office
in the middle of the term for which they had been elected, in this
way a new election was ordered at an inopportune time. Aside from
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the immediate partisan advantage of such a measure there seems no
really good reason why the length of term should be reduced to
two years. The fact that local officers were to hold office for
four years made the change appear extremely partisan. The provision
that salaries of state officers should be fixed by law was an excel-
lent one, enabling the legislature to provide for ohangea in sal-
aries to correspond with ohangea in the cost of living. The appor-
tionments were arbitrary and partisan, but since they could be
changed by subsequent legislation the constitution as a whole should
not be condemned, for this reason alone. However, it was by no means
certain that ohe apportionments would not have enabled the minor-
ity to control the state government for some time to come.
There were a number of innovations in the article on judic-
iary, some of them good, others untried and doubtful. The provis-
ion for a prosecuting officer for each county
,
instead of one for
each judicial circuit as formerly, we have found to work satis-
factorily. The giving of the county courts extensive original
jurisdiction in criminal cases, and the limiting of the neces-
sity for an indictment by a grand jury to cases punishable by
death or imprisonment in the penitentiary was one of the novel
provisions. It might :.ave worked well in practice, but it can not
be said that the people were ready to abandon the indictment j for
although the present constitution permits its abolishment, it
is still retained as a part of our judicial machinery. On this ques-
tion our present constitution stands about half way between the
two extremes of the constitution of 1848 and of 1862. It is. doubt-
ful if the giving of the extensive judicial powers in criminal cas-
I
es to the county court would have been as satisfactory as would
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have been the retention of such jurisdiction in the hand**, of the
circuit courts. At least, the constitutions of 1843 and of 1870
agree in giving county courtn essentially probate business and
entrusting criminal cases to circuit courts. The proposed tax upon
civil caser; is another novel feature of this section, and one that
would not have rendered justice any easier for the litigant v/ith
but little money. The increase in the number of supreme Court Dis-
tricts was absolutely essential to meet the demands of the state.
There were some excellent provisions in regard to revenue. All
taxes, both state and local ^ were to fall due at the same time, and
were to be collected by the same person. This is the only sensible
way in which taxes levied by different corporate bodies can be
collected. It saves expense and relieves the tax payer of the annoy-
ance of paying his tax in small sums, to various persons, and at
inconvenient times. The limitation ©laced upon municipalities and
local corporate bodies, forbidding them from lending their credit
to any company or private corporation was a needed provision.
It is far less detailed, however, than the provisions of our pres-
ent constitution on the same subject.
The clauses in regard to negroes and mulattoes were sweeping
in their nature: yet judging by the vote on these clauses they cer-
tainly seem to have been acceptable to a majority of the people.
These provisions, however, no matter how ill advised they were,
would have soon been rendered inoperative by the new amendment
to the Federal Constitution.
The mechanic's lien and the clause regarding the Illinois
Central Railroad Company and its obligations to the state were most
excellent measures and have been retained in our present con-

stitution. yhe increase in the expenses of the state that woul'i
have resulted had the constitution been adopted would have been con-
siderable, but on the whole, the increase was both necessary .and
desirable. In order that the relation between the constitutions
of 1843 of 1802 and of 1870 may be seen, the essential provision-
of the three are shown in parallel columns i n the following table..
CONSTITUTION OF 184$.
Preamble ------
Legislature - - - -
(a) Size - Senate 25,
House 75.
(b) Pay-$3.per day for
42 days - then $l.per.
aay>
( c )nebt Limitation
$50,000.
( d)hegislation- not re-
quired to be general,
bills might be read by
title only.
f e)CIalms - rust be
proven before some tri
bunal and allowed by
the legislature.
Executive
Governor- term 4 yrs
salary $1500
Judicial
TaT Supreme Court - -
1. Judges - three,
terra 9 years.
2. Divisions - three
gsand.
5, Judicial district
nine*
CONSTITUTION OF 1862. CONSTITUTION OF 1370,
Same
Legislature -
'
a ) HiZ^r Senate 33,
House 102.
(b) Pay - $3. per day.
( c
)
Practically the same
( d legislat ion - All
bills to be read at
large on three differ-
ent days - General laws
required in certain
cases - divorces, roads,
town plots, practice in
courts of Justice, chang-f
tug county seals.
State
( e ) Claims -Am^y be
sued in the circuit
courts.
same
Legislature - - - -
(a) nize- Senate 51,
House 153.
(b) Fay - $3. per day
and mileage of 10 cts.
per mile.
c ) Debt limitat ion
12507^00.
( d legislation - all
laws to be general.
I
Executive
Governor - term 2 yrs
salary fixed by law.
Judicial
(a) supreme Court - -
1. Judges - 3, term
9 years.
2. Divisions - three
grand.
3. Judicial districts
sixteen.
e ) Claims - State never
to be made iijdepgn^ent
in any sui£ a*Tlaw.
f )Minority Repre sen-
tat ion.
Executive - - - -
Governor - term four
years, salary to be
fixed by law.
Judicial
( a ) Supreme Court - -
1. Judges - seven sal-
ary $4,000.
2. Divisions - three
grand, seven election
districts.

4. Places of meeting
then, Ht. Vernon, spring
field, Ottawa,
( b ) County £oj.irt . - - -
1. Mo county attorney.
2. Original jurisdic-
tion in criminal cases
where punishment is by
fine only and does not
exceed #100.
3. indictment in crim-
inal cases necessary.
( c ) Circuit courts -
l. State's attorney
for each circuit ,nine
circuits.
suffrage ------
1. Universal
,
white
manhood suffrage,
2.
Banks - -- -- -- -
l.All banking laws to
be submitted to the
people.
Amendments
1. By convention.
2. By vote of two
thirds of the legisla-
ture amendments could
be submitted, but on
only one article at a
time.
Apportionment -
i. Legislative,
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4. Places of meeting,
Chicago, Ottawa, Peoria,
npringfield, Mt.Vemon.
( b ) County court . - - -
1. A county attorney.
2. Original juris dic-
tion in civil cases anc
in all cases not pun-
ishable by death or im-
prisonment in the pen-
itentiary.
3. Indictment not
necessory, except in
the two limitations.
( c ) Circuit court
s
-
-
1. Sixteen circuits.
suffrage
L. Same
2. Soldiers allowed to
vote.
Banks
l.Hew ones absolutely
prohibited, old ones t
have their issues taxec
Amendments - - - - -
1. By convention.
2. By vote of two
thirds of the legis-
lature amendments
could be submit ted, but
on only two articles
at a time.
Apportionment - - -
1, Legislative.
Congressional.
3.
4. places of meeting-
same rr, i n, 1347 • a 1 no at
Ch T ~o.i:ay be en' ga by
(b) County court .
-
1. A county attorney.
2. Jurisdiction in
probate cases and in
such other cases as
should be given it by
general laws passed
by the legislature.
3. Indictment in crimi
inal cases. May?abol-
ished by law. A
( c ) Circuit courts -
1. Legislature to de-
termine the circuits -
each circuit to con-
tain 100,000 inhabi-
tants.
Suffrage
1. Universal manhood
suffrage
.
2.
Banks --------
1. Provided for the
passage of a general
banking law.
Amendments
1. By convention.
2. Essentially the
same as that of 1847-
except amendments to
the same article could
not be submit tes often-
er than once in four
years.
Apportinment - - -
1.
2.

Negroee & Mulattoea
Prohibited from enter-
ing the state if free
persons.
Revenue - - - -
1. Tvro mill tax.
Toll tax allowed.
3.
Bill of Rights
Education -----
1. Mo specific provis-
ions.
3.
Negroes & Lrulattoen
Prohibited* from enter-
ing the state, denied
the right of suffrage,
legislature to enforce
provisions.
Revenue ------
1. No two mill tax.
2. Poll tax allored.
3. Illinois Central
Railroad never to be
freed from its obliga-
tions to the state.
lill of Rights
Education -----
1. General Assembly
to provide an effic-
ient system of free
schools.
2. State Superintend-
ent .
'fegroes 4nd Mulattoe F
Revenue ------
1. No two mill tn v .
2. No poll tax men-
tioned.
3. Illinois Central
Railroad never to be
released.
Bill of Rights - -
Education -----
1. Some as in 18C2.
2. state and also
county superintendents.
3. No local appropri-
ations for private or
sectarian schools.
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CHAPTER IV.
THE POWERS OF JfflB CONVENTION.
There were three leading instances in the proceedings of the
\>.ivention where it passed upon its own powers. The first of these
discussions was on its power to appoint a printer, the second
upon the question of power to ratify the proposed amendment to the
j
constitution, and the third was on the power to reapportion the
state for members of Congress. The first great question was whethe; 1
the Convention was hound by the constitution and the law calling
the Convention. In discussing the resolution instructing the special
committee to report on this matter and the power of the Convention
to appoint a printer. HQ? Fuller said: nAs I understand the law, the
the only object of the act is to provide^ mode for ascertainin-
the will of the people with regard to the selection of delegates,
and when they are once chosen, and the machinery of the constitu-
tional Convention put in motion, it can not be hampered. Is it not
controlled by the constitution? i^ow is it possible it can be after
the Convention has met"? 1 The committee consisting of Messrs Thorn-
ton, Manning, Edwards, 'V.J.Allen, and Anthony took the following
position:- Anljpny, however, dissenting from the views of the ma,icr«»
ity. "it(the Convention) is a virtual assemblage of the people of
the state, sovereign within its own boundries, as to all matters af-
fecting the happiness, prosperity and freedom of the citizens, and
supreme as to the exercise of ail powers necessary to the estab-
lishment of free constitutional government, except as limited by
the constitution of the Unuted States -•*-**-*-*-*>-*#. The following con-
clusions are arrived at: that after due organization of the Conven-
tion, the law calling it is no longer binding; and. that the Conven—
1. Proceedings of Constitutional Conv'n^Tan 7, State Register Jan.s)
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tion has supreme power in regard to all mat tern incident to the
alteration and amendment of the constitution; and it has full pow-
er to contract for such printing as it may require". 1 iir. Anthony
in discussing this report objected to the sweeping powers assumed
and in the course of his remarks said; •Ishould like to ask some gen-
tleman this question: ' ras V. e supreme power of this state passed out
of the people to the delegates of the Convention ? And if so, and
they had the will to disorganize the present system of government
now in existence, and discharge the officers of the state, have they
the power?" 2 in reply to this nr. Richmond said, I can only an-
swer for myself, that if the exigencies of the state required it,
this Convention could proceed to appoint a governor just as they
have in the state of Missouri, but he declared that all action
should be submitted to the people. Other members speaking on the
report took the ground that the Convention had wide plenary powers'?
The majority of the members supported, the majority report of the
committee and so took the ground that the Convention was supreme in
it» cowers but decided by a later resolution that its action
should be submitted to the people, yet many members took the ground
that the submission, while the proper thing, was not necessary.
Even irir. Thornton in discussing the bank proposition said: "The
most liberal construction *ould impose no obligation upon the con-
vention to submit its actions to the people". 5
In the second great instance, the committee on .judiciary on
the question of the power of the Convention to redistrict the state
1. Report of the Special Committee
?
convention Journal p. 19.
2, Proceedings of the constitutional onvention, on January 9, in
State Register, January 15.
3 & 4 Same as note 2.
5, Debate in convention, Feb. 3 - reported in State Register, Jan. 7
.
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for congressmen held that the Convention was a legislature and had
general legislative powers, In part this report held: "A convention
legally assembled for the purpose and ,,rith the power to frame the
organic la- of a state is a legislature, and not only so, but
a legislature within the meaning of this particular provision,
(that the state legislatures should determine the way members of
Congress should be chosen ), of the Constitution of the United
states. -*•**-* **•*-*** This Convention is a legislature authorized
to create laws which may abolish other legislatures, and whose en-
actments when sanctioned by the peoole, win be the supreme law of
the land. It has the power ( whether it may be thought expedient to
exercise it or not) to change, amend, annul, or establish the ex-
isting laws of the state; for instance in regard to practice and
plea ling, evidence, marriage and divorce, or in regard to any other
kindred subject This convention being a legislature -***
**** and being superior in power in the act of making laws, to
any ordinary legislature, may at least do in changing or abrogating
the acts of a former General Assembly what a subsequent General
Assembly might do". 1 Ur.Weighley, from the same comuittee, brought
in a minority report in which he took a different view from the ma-
jority, in part as follows:- "This Convention is not called here
to supe " sede the legislature, or to enact or revise laws for the
government of the people; but to propose (not make) amendments to
the organic lawjbf the state *****#, if this Convention is
an emtbodiment of the people, and for that reason can perform all
the functions of the legislaturejproper, by the same process of rea-
soning, it may perform the duties of the two other coordinate branch-
es of the state government. It could depose the state governor and
1. Convention Journal, page 137.

•ffirt pTOceed at once to exercise at W the prero -ative of tnat
' state functionary. It could remove the .ludger? of the nupreme Court
now holding session in this capital and transfer the business to
this floor, to be decided by vote of the Convention". 1 His report
goes on to argue that the limitation of the Constitution of the
United ~tates forbids an apportionment by a convention ,because it
had delegated that power to the state legislature and that even
a favorable vote of the people of the state could not legalize the
action. The Contention, however, adopted the view of the majority of
the committee.
The question of whether the Convention possessed general leg-
,
islative powers also arose in trie discussion of the resolution put-
ting certain sections of the article on banl-ts into immediate opera-
tion. Terry, Underwood ,and Stinson tooX. advanced ground against the
i power of the Convention to declare an act in force at once. In re-
ply Mr Burr said: "Does any gentleman in this hall say that this
Convention is inferior to the legislature, or to the executive, or
to the judicial departments of the state? Sir, we have the power to
change all these organisations completely. The power of the Conven-
tion is three-fold, it is the epitome of all the powers existing
in the state of Illinois. " After interruption he continued: "I was
goin£pxo say that the Convention is an epitome of all the powers
which exist in the state of 11 inois. It is superior to the legisla-
ture and different from all the branches of the government in its
sphere of action, and superior to everything • -* -*• # * * limited
only by the Constitution and laws of the nnited States,
"
1. Convention Journal, pa^e 177.
2. Debate in Constitutional convention, February 1, in State
Register, "ebruary 3,

Mr Oraelvcney discussing the name question said: I believe the Con-
vention has every judicial power, every legislative power, and every
executive power that the people of the state posses. I believe
furthermore - and I believe it ought to do it - that it 1 ias the
power to suspend the law with respect to this army board and
suspend their action at once". 1
Singleton, in discussing the power of Vre Convention to rat-
ify the thirteenth amendment to the Constitution of the United States
said: -"if this body is not a legislature then there never was a
body convened in the state by that name known to the constitution
and laws of Illinois. Wt have had General Assemblies with lim-
ited legislative powers •«******,
Mr. President, this is the legislature. This body is what all
the elementary writers on law denominate the supreme law making pow-
er of the state. * * * * * * * I am surprised to hear a gentleman
>'ith the knowledge and experience of the gentleman from Cook
(Anthony) express himself doubtfully as to the convention possessing
legislative powers. What are we here for? 'That powers are we exer-
cising? If we make laws, are we not a legislative body, and are
not our laws binding and obligatory above other laws and other leg-
islation of the law making power ?*•
Congress had provided, when it submitted tc the states the
proposed thirteenth amendment to the Constitution which has already
been mentioned, that it should be ratified by the legislatures of
the various states. Before the Convention could rat ify the amend-
ment it was necessary that it should assume to be a legislature.
This was a step that even some of the leading Pemocrats would not
1. Debates in Constitutional Conv'n, Feb.l, in state Register, Feb.
3
2. State Register, February 12.

take. Mr, Edwards spoke at length on the lack of power of the Cor. men-
tion to ratify the amendment. 1 Omelveney, however, took the same
jcsition as he did on the bank resolution, contending that the
Convention was a legislature in the full meaning of that terra as
used by the Constitution of the United States and the bill passed
by Congress. Later on he said: n V/e have no power to change the mode
(of ratification) but I did say that either the one mode or the
other war proposed, and that this body had the power if necessary -
since it is both a convention and a legislature. rt2 Mr. Underwood
stated the position of those opposed to assumptions of the majority.
He put forth his views in a very able argument in which he discussed
two main propositions as follows-!- First, the Convention has not the
power to ratify the amendment - because the Constitution gives
Congress power to prescribe the method of ratification and Congress
had prescribed the legislature as the proper body, because hi-, tp?^
the delegates were not sent there for that purpose, and lastly
because all of our acts should be submitted to the people before
becoming binding. Second, if the Convention had the power it would
be inexpedient to exercise it at this time - because, there is
no real danger that slavery in the states will ever be interfered
with by the general government, because, the passage of this ordi-*-
nance would be calculated to induce the Abolitionists to again
a it ate for an amendment to prohibit slavery, and finally because
it would be a degrading concession on the part of the government?
The majority of the delegates supported, by their votes, the
1. Debates In constitutional Convention, February l, in State Reg-
ister, February 3.
2. Debates in Constitutional Convention, February lr , in State
Register, February, 22,
3. Same as note 2 above.

viev; of the extreme powers of the Convention. Among the powers
Whicn the Convention actually attempted to exercise over and above
the power to draft a constitution were: power to investigate the
conduct of the different divisions of the executive department,—
especially as regards the military affairs, and it should be noted
that the investigations carried on by the committee on military
and the committee on finance were conducted as legislative invest-
igations and not for the purpose of securing information necessary
to the drafting of a constitution; oower to instruct 1 state officers
in the performance of their duties; power to repeal or suspend acts
of the state legislature,-in the case of the bank resolution and
especially in the case of "tentworth's ordinance to allow the peo-
ple of the city of Chicago to assume control of their own city gov**
ernment; power to defy an act of the legislature - in the case of
the law calling the Convention; power to reapportion the state for
members of Congress; power to ratify a proposed amendment to the
Constitution; power to provide for the payment of a direct tax2 lev-
ied by the Congress of the united States; power to issue bonds;'
power to declare acts in immediate force - the bank resolution, and
Edwards', Manning's and ?.rentworth ' s ordinances; power to appoint
election commissioners for taking of a portion of the votes; power
to appropriate money in several instances,-for the payment of a
printer, for vritnesses in the special investigations of the charges
of disloyalty, for the relief of the wounded soldiers at Pt.Donelson,
and for extra pay to state officers for work done in getting out
1. Resolution on the Illinois Central Railroad claims and the bank
resolution.
2. Edwards • Ordinance - Convention Journal, page 400.
3. Manning's Ordinance - Convention Journal, page 479.
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reports '"or the use of the members ,nnd also extra pay to officers
f
of the Convention.
This list of powers is a formidable one, and several of them
were not recognized by other departments of the state. The governor
curtly refused to recognize the instructions contained in the reso-
lution concerning claim? of the Illinois Central Railroad. Man -
nine's Ordinance with its appropriation of a half million of dol-
lars came to nothing. The auditor refused to recognize the validity
of* the resolution granting the state officers pay for extra worK
required by the Convention, and this claim was allowed only after
the next legislature had made an appropriation for that purpose. 2
The votes of the soldiers as taken by the special commission were
never recorded by the Secretary of state, probably on the ground
that such vote wis not legallv taken. The pretended ratification
of the proposed amendment was not recognized as valid. The supreme
court of the state in the case of The City of Chicago vs. A. C. Covent-
ry et al. , the case not being reported, decided that the ordinance,
repe'iliii~ certain acts of the government of Chicago and empowering
the city to elect its own city officers, was not binding, that the
Convention was not competent to repeal an act of the legislature,
and that all action by the Convention was swept away by the
to exercise
defeat of the constitution. Thus the attempt of the Convent ion^the
a
powers o-^provisional government came to naught.
Th'-r-F^vo theories regarding state constitutional conventions.A
One i'- that they are endowe'" y transfer with all the powers of the
1. Governor' Yates 1 communication, Feb. 13, Conv'n Journal, p. 421.
2. Jameson, The constitutional convention, psge 402.
3. i
'
m m i i page 397.
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people whom they represent and are limited in their actions only by
the constitution of the United states; the other is that the con-
vention li only a collection of delegates called to propose specif-
ic constitutional changes and limited in their action to the pur-
pose for which thejr were called. These two theories were in direct
conflict with the Convention of 1862 \ the majority mantainel and
acted upon the first theory, the rainoritv held*fthe second theory.A
The view of the majority was not a novel view of the powers of the
Convention. The first enunciation of the theory appears to have been
in 1821 in the 'lew York. Convention. " In 1829, it again made its
appearance in the ' rirginia Convention. A question arose as to the
power of that convention to disregard positive instructions of the
legislature relative to the submission of the fruits of its labors
to the people. In the discussion of the question doctrines were pro-
pounded which afterwards ripened into the theory in question ""J On
this question John Randolph said: "Sir, we have been called in coun-
sel to the people - as State physicians to propose remedies for
the State's diseases, not to pass any act which shall have in it-
self any binding force. Y7e are here as humble advisers and proposers
to the people.
The next instance of claims of extreme power for conventions
was in 1836 in + he letters of Mr. nallas on the povrers of the
Convention about to be assembled in Pennsylvania. In the letter
he said: "A convention is the provided machinery of a peaceful revo-
lution * * -* • * when ours shall have assembled it will posses^
1. Jameson, The Constitutional Convention, page 295.
2. Debates, Virginia Convention, 1820, pa^e868, from Jameson,
Constitutional Convention page 294.
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within the territory of Pensylvrnia, every attribute of nbsolute
coverci gnty. except such as may have been yieldon and are embodied
in the Constitution of the United states. What nay it not do? It
may reorganize our entire social existence; ***** * it may
restore the institution of slavery among us; *it may with-
draw the charters of our cities; * * •* * -*it might permanently
suspend the writ of habeas corpus, and take from us ******
the trial by ."jury. "/hen the Convention met, considerable discus-
sion was had Whether the lav; calling the Convention w^.s binding
and how wide powers the Convention actually possessed. Gome of the
opinions expressed, indicated that the theory advanced by Dallas
was growing. Ten years later in the Illinois Constitutional Con-
vention the two theories again clashed. General Singleton, who was
one of the "high rollers" in the Convention of 1862, tried to get
a resolution adopted saying that the Convention was limited to the
proposing of changes in the constitution, but his resolution was
o
tabled." in the discussion of the question Mr. Peters said "I have
and will continue to vote against any and every proposition which
will recognize any restrictions Of the powers of this Convention:'
"We are", he continued, the sovereignty of the state. We are what
the people of the state would be, if they were congregated here In
one mass meeting. We are what Louis XIV said he was 'We are the
State'. We can trample the constitution under our feet as waste pa-
per and no one can call us -t^ account save the people. 3
1. Letter of Hon. George M, Dallas in the Pensylvanla Convention,
September 5, 1836, in Jameson, Constitutional Convention, page 292.
2. Journal of convention of 1847, page 13.
3. state Register, June 10, 1347, in Jameson, The Constitu-
tional Convention,page 292.
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In 1848 thin same theory made itn appearance in the Kentucky
convention, and four years later in Massachusetts under the patron-
age of Messrs. Hall61 and Butler. wl In 13G1 it appeared in the se-
cession conventions. In the Alabama convention of that year Yancey
said: "The people are here in the presence of their deputies, life,
liberty, and property are in our hands. Look to the ordinance adopt-
ing the Constitution of Alabama, it says' We, the people of Alabama'
etc. etc. ! All our acts are supreme without ratification, because
they are the acts of the people acting in their sovereign capacity:
"in the meantime the theory had been extended. In Maryland, in 1837,
the theory was put forward that a mere majority of the adult males,
without regard to legal forms, can at any time call a convention to
alter or abolish a constitution. A call for a convention was
issued by private individuals, who only desisted upon the appear-
ance of a proclamation by the governor denouncing their action as
treasonable -. Five years later in Rhode Island a convention called
by unofficial persons, and claiming to represent the people of the
state, because elected by a majority of all the male citizens
twenty-one years of age, resident in the state, though not by a
majority of the legal voters at a regular election
,
framed a con-
stitution and attempted, by force of arms to mantain it as the
ligitimate constitution of the state. 1,4
Thus the members of the Convention of 18C2 could point to
many precedents where claims similar to their own had been put
forward. Home of the members had heard the question debated in
the convention of 1847, and had matured the theory in their own
1. Jameson, The Constitutional Convention, page 29G.
2. History of debates, Alabama Convention, 1861
,
page 114 -
Jameson, Constitutional Convention, page 297.
3. Jameson, Constitutional Convention, page 297.
4. Jameson, Constitutional Convention, page 297.
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minds. It is not so much because their theories were now that they
should be condemned as because they chose such an inopportune time
to advance them.
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CKAPT ICR V.
PARTISAN ACTION OF TlU CONVENTION
There is some evidence that the leaders in the Convention had
made up their minds to have a Democratic program carried out. On
the very day the Convention me + the Stj>ouis Republicai^whose cor-
respondent was in a position to Know the a tual condition of af-
fairs has the following statement: "it is expected that the Conven-
tion will adopt some measures not strictly related to the consti-
tution. Lfuch dissatisfaction is manifested In some circles with
the management of army affairs here by the officers of the state.
It is the opinion of many that the time har? arrived when the state
should surrender entirely into the hands of the officers of the
general government the management of all matters relating to the
Illinois troops and especially that - » the expenses incurred in
supporting the state war machinery should no longer burden the
treasury of the state * * • # *. The Convention is quite lively
to adopt an ordinance suspending, for the present, war measures
adopted by the special session and restraining the executive offi-
cers of the state from further active army operations conducted
at the expense of the state. It is believed that some such meas-
ure or ordinance would give satisfaction to the people of the
state.- relieve them from expenses which the united States Gov-
ernment offers to assume, and dissatisfy nobody but an army of
officials whose support is derived from offices which at first
were absolutely necessary, but have served their purpose and
should be no longer mantained.
"
2
1. The Pantagraph on January 8 says that Springer was the cor-
respondent for the St. Louis Republican.
3. Quotation in an editorial of State Register, January 8.
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An article In the Chicago Tribune on the name day indicates
a similar plan: must net concea • from our leaders that there
are rumors afloat -* ***** ; v it it is said that the time
and occasion will be embraced as peculiarly favorable to the
reorganization of the Democratic party on the semi-disloyal plat-
form occupied by the Chicago Tines and other Xindred prints; that
with a high hand and violation of all precedent, a new state
administration will be organized by the Convention itself; 'hat
a very odious apportionment will be made; and to render all sure,
wi??nfe
i
S.eoiared in force without a submission to the people. We
give no credit to such rumors. * * * * * •* * We have faith that
the good feeling tha + was so conspicuous in the election of dele-
gates will be carried into the deliberations that are to ensue.
That there was some foundation for some of these intimations
seems evident from the policy the Convention at once adopted to-
ward the state administration. The only object to be obtained
by the appointment of a printer by the Convention was the giving
of a good job to a faithful Democrat.
The hostility toward the state administration took two
forms; an attempt to unearth fraud or scandal in the administration
of the military department and the turning of the state officers
out of office, while county officers were permitted to hold over
by reducing the term of office of the governor to two years and
ordering an election for the next November. During the first few
weeks of the Convention resolution after resolution was showered
1. Quoted editorially in the State Journal, January 8.

upon the governor apparently inform of mere Inquiries, but in
realry calculated to give the impression that there was gross fraud
connected with the executive department. The committee on military
was insturcted to carry on an investigation as to whether [llinoi-
soldiers were as well equipped as volunteers from otrher states,
and if they were not, the commit te should fix the responsibility
for their poor equipment. The information to be thus gained could
not be and was not intended to be of use in forming the consti-
tution, The committee on finance was instructed to investigate
the war expenditures and the majority reported that the governor
had exceeded his authority in some expenditures, and that the gover-
nor had -retained control of the supply department after the Quarter
L'aster of the United States had signified his willingness to
take charge of it. 1 0n more than one occasion members of the
Convention in discussing resolutions of inquiry or demands for
information insinuated that there was cro ,:-ve<J.iess in the financial
administration of the state. One of the most noticeable cases of
this was in the speech of Mr. Buc?jnaster discussing the resolution
instructing the governor and army auditors to suspend action in
the case of the claims of the Illinois Central Railroad. In this
speech he insinuated that the governor had induced army auditor
"foodwerth to retain his position so as to pass the claims of the
Illinois Central Railroad which the newly appointed auditor, Mr.
Henderson, refused to pas . 2 It turned out on later investigation
that
Atnere was absolutely nothing in the charge. It was only one of^the
instances
numerousAwhen extreme party feeling manifested itself. The hos-
tile attitude toward Governor Yates was so marked that it needs
1. Convention Journal, PP G74 - 683.
2. Convention Journal, _>age 420.
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no further illustration.
The partisan nature of the majority was also seen in the
or
way they deferred action upc' ^ iena*4 resolutions over Union
victories. Anthony's resolution over the victory at Ft. Henry is
anjillustration. It was referred to a committee that referred it
bacX. the next day carefully shorn of all its patriotic fervor .
Such action was not popular, nor was it lcoked upon as being quite
loyal. The patriotic ardor was so great that no attempt was made
to modify Anthony's Ft. Donelson resolution, but on the other hand
the majority tried to ride with the popular movement in the patri-
otic band wagon.
Manning's appropriation ordinance for the relief of the sol-
diers appears to have been little less than an attempt to make
the
political capital out of Ft . Bonelson victory. To be sure Mr. ban-
ning insisted otherwise and tried to get the resolution through
without debate - saying^ "I can't fiddle while Rome is burning", but
his motion for the previous question was lost. In the debate both
Wentworth and Lawrence stated that the treasurer said that
there were already lying in the vaults of his office #800,000 in
unsold bonds which could be used if necessary. The facts in the
were
case clearly stated: that the governor was on the ground, that he
knew the conditions, that he had not asked for any assistance,
that if necessary the bonds already printed could be sold, that it
would require considerable time to print and sign the bonds, that
the Convention was without power to authorize such bonds, and that
even if it had such power, the rate of ten per cent was such as
1. debates in Constitutional Convention, February 18, in State
Register, February 26.
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to seriously endanger the credit of the otnte. All these objections
were urged, but nevertheless the Convention passed the ordinance*
by a decided majority. Antony in his Constitutional History of
Illinois says regarding the affair: " There never was a more praise-
worthy object: but as the ordinance was introduced, as all who
were members of the Convention know, as a bluff, and to silence hos4
tile criticism of the action of those who were In the majority, it
is needless to say it never amounted to anything". Three days
after the passage of the ordinance, the StateJournal in an edito-
rial said: "the people will treat with contempt and scorn the des-
picable measures that would attempt to make political capital out
of the misfortunes of our brave soldiers". The Chicago Tribune on
February 20 says: "The appropriation of #500,000 for the wounded
soldiers is the subject of much comment. Members even who voted
for it look upon it as a ridiculous proceeding". 2 The next day the
r
correspondent goes on to say that it was hunting the credit of the
state and that there had been many telegrams of inquiry from
financial houses concerning the strange action. The state Journal
editorially says: "However incorrect the action of the Convention
may appear to those at a distance, it is notorious here that the
po-called ordinance was intended for no other object than merely
as a voucher to the Democratic majority in the Convention, "hose
previous opposition to the war expenditures had raised a ques-
tion as to their loyalty, it is looked upon, not only by members,
but by all who have watched the movements of the Convention as a
1. State Journal, February 21.
2. State Journal, February 21 - quoted editorially.
V
to
4s a' ridiculous proceeding' and damagin^the credit of the state,
prompted not by necessity tout by a personal dread of popular
venconce. • A few days late" the same pape^ said: fa hear it stated
ed that one of the most prominent emocrats in the Convention candid-
ly admits that the famous ordinance was an innocent piece of bun-
combe." The above quotations
t
irrhile no doubt radical
?
sho rr the
general consensus of opinion among Republicans. The Democratic
papers defended the ordinance vigorously for a time , but later
preferred ^o discus- other things.
were
The apportionments .admittedly in the interest of the Democrats
r. Hacker, in discussing the apportionments, said: "So far as I am
concerned as an individual member of this Convention and a Democrat
in whom there is no guile, I do not feel disposed to go for any prop-
osition which will make, in any contingency, the next General Assembly
doubtful.'' 3 Mr. Buckmaster in discussing the senatorial ap-
with inhabitants
portionment explained why Clinton County 10000 A was added to
St. Clair and Y/ashington counties which had already more than the
proper population for 1 a. district, in part he said: " I am wil-
ling to admit to the gentleman from St. Clair, frankly, that I am
acting as a Democrat in this thing; for in the first place if
we make a Democratic representation it will be right; *****
Clinton County with a population of ten or eleven thousand , and
St. Clair with her large population, have three contiguous dis-
tricts, and we gave it up to her because she is entitled to it,
and because of another thing equally important - it will make
the St Clair district Democratic beyond a shadow of a doubt. "4
1. and 2. State Register, February 23 and. 26 respectively.
5. Debate in Constitutional Convention, in State Register, Liar. 21
4. Debate in Constitutional Convention, Mar. 10, state Reg.Mar.20.
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This was a very frank confession of a deliberate gerrymnnder of
t'-.e state. In discussing the legislative apportionment he, l.ir.
Buckmaster, said he was elected as a square-toed Democrat and
that if tli balance of the Democratic party felt as he did it would
be a party constitution.
1
The following from the ;yuiney Whig
d shows how partisan the legislative apportionment was and how the
Republican press locked upon it. "The Egyptians at Springfield have
incorporated into theireconstitution a grand legislative apportion-
ment scheme which is to give the dark skinned Democracy power
for the next hundred years perhaps. By way of showing how they
mean to do it, notice that the following seven Republican counties
with a population of 164,000 are allowed seven members:- Henry
20,661., Ogle 22,887., Rock Island 21,001., Jo Davies 27,177.,
Mcllenry 22,088.
,
Winnebago 24,492., Stephenson25,113.
And then read this list of ten Egyptian counties with a pop-
ulation of less than 1.31, 0C0 which are to have ten members;-
Williamson 12,205., Marion 12,733., V/hite 12,403., Christian
10,403., Jefferson 12,965., Shelby 14,635.
,
Washington 13, 731.
,
Clark 14.987., Llonroe 12,832., Schuyler 14, 685.
However there is little need of debate on the worth of
the constitution. Its illegality in every respect is so trans-
parent that no fair minded man can hesitate about voting the thing
down as soon as the chance is offered. It smells to heaven with
infamy and corruption.
"
It was claimed that the negro question was repeatedly
brought forward as a convenient method of creating party spirit
1. Debate in Constitutional Convention, Liar. 10, state Reg. Liar. 20.
2. Quoted in Pantagrap*, March 24.
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and. so adding an element that, vrould help carry the constitution
through. In the very o10ting days of the session one of these negro
and
propositions was brought im^the attempt made to force it through
under the gag motion. Mr Anthony became angry and indulged in a sc
scathing denunciation of such partisan tricks. Probably the negro
question was pushed to the front so as to arouse the prejudice
of the southern part of the state, as that was the section which
Of the officers of the Convention
controlled the Convention, not a single one came from north ofA
Logan county. The important committees were controlled by men
from the southern half of the state assisted by men from the
northern half that were in sympathy with the extreme policy of the
majority. It was no accident , either ,that this condition existed.
The Democratic majority acted as a party during the organization
of the Convention - holding a regular party caucus the night before
the Convention met and agreeing upon the program for the next day.
Besides, almost every important question that arose during the
proceedings was disposed of by practically a party vote. In their
zeal, however, to make the constitution all right from the stand-
point of the Democratic party and its ideas, the leaders overreached
themselves, and in the eyes of many republicans the vote on the
adoption of the constitution became almost a test of loyalty.
Even though the constitution had been in itself acceptable
,
it is doubtful if the people would have accepted it after
the open hostility shown by the Convention to the war policy of
the state administration.
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CHAPTER VI
THE QUESTION OF LOYALTY
As soon a 6? the members of the Convention took an attitude of
hostility toward the state administration, imputations were 'made
as to their loyalty. About the close o^ the first week of the
Convention the Chicago Tribune contained this: "The people of
Illinois will do well to watch the operations of a body known to
comprise many actual sympathizers with the rebellion, rank seces-
sionists at heart, who would be pleased to carry with them all
E.^ypt into the gouthem Confederacy* About the close of January
the Alton Telegraph expressed itself thus: " The action of our
state constitutional Convention is most strange and unaccountable,
if we are to look upon them as a body of loyal and patriotic men.
It appears to be their const ant aim in every move they make, to
stir up the most bitter and unrelenting strife * * * * * *• If
the men who constitute the majority of the Convention are sincere
in their professions of loyalty, why do they not attend strictly
to the duties for which they were elected. K On February 11 the
Chicago Tribune has this in its editorial: "There are men in that
Convention who would not hesitate to involve our people in an-
archy - who wait only the favorable moment to seise the military
power of the state, and to turn the a^ros of Illinois upon our
common count
ry^ n^ei.e ±g one there known to have engaged in a
treasonable correspondence with a Kentucky rebel, the object of
which was the division of the state and a transfer of its south-
ern extremity to the rebel confederacy.
"
3 In the same edition the
1. Quoted in an editorial in state Register,January 13.
2. Quoted in an editorial of State Journal, February 1.
3. t t t t » i t i t i t t it it 23.
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^S special correspondent at Springfield stated that it wan ru-
mored that a majority of the members of the convention were mem-
bers of the Knights of the Golden Circle. 1
This charge at once attracted the attention of the members
of the Convention. Mr Thornton, on February 12, introduced a res-
olution providing for a special committee, consisting of Messrs.
Foss, Orme, Terry and Burr to investigate the charges and report
p
the same to the Convention. The names of Mr .Thornton and Mr.
Pleasants wero later added to the committee by the Convention. In
the discussions of the above resolution Mr. Thornton said: "If
one single member here is a member of that order, I, for one^want
to know it, and if so, I think such a one should be expelled from
the body. I never had a thought of disloyalty to the constitution
of this glorious Union; and I do not believe there is such a
sentiment in this Convention". 3 other members were rust as firm
in their1 assertions of loyalty. Mr. Wentworth said he did not
believe therewere any disloyal sentiments in the Convention, but
he insisted that the reporter for the Tribune^was honest in his
belief when he made the statement, and he thought it best to have
the matter investigated. 5
This committee spent much time in investigation, called
witnesses from various parts of the state, traced down many ru-
mors of disloyalty to find there was really nothing in them, and
1. Convention Journal page 410.
2. » » ' ' • ' 4io.
3. Debates in constitutional Convention, February 12, In
State Register, February 13.
4. Mr. James R.C. Forest.
5. Debates in Constitutional Convention, February 12, in State
Fiegister, February 13.

found that the charges in the Tribune were aimed at Mr. Wilson.
The correspondent of the Tribune" stated in his testimony1 that a lady-
had asserted one member held a commission from Jefferson Davis
for a position in the rebel army; that it was rumored that within
three of a majority of the convention were members of the Knights
of the Golden Circle; that one member made the declaration to a
friend, that the Convention was ' slap up,' which as interpreted by
Mr. Forest was the watch word of the order; that the governor of
the state had a letter proving a treasonable correspondence on
the part of one member; that there was a list at the United States
marshal's office which embraced the names of the secession members. 2
The lady referred to, denied any knowledge of any such statement
of hers; the governor asserted he firmly believed the member of
the Convention was a loyal and patriotic citizen and that he could
not consent to refer the matter to the committee; and the United
States marshal for the southern district of Illinois stated
he had never communicated to any person any information as to the
disloyalty of any member of the Convention nor did he know of any
member of the Convention being disloyal to the United States gov-
ernment.
.
"The conclusion reached by your committee is, that the various
rumors as to members of the Convention being Knights of the C-olden
Circle, or secessionists, or implicated in any manner with any
attempt to aid the rebellion, or thwart the United states government
in its effort to mantain the Union and preserve the Constitution,
have no foundation, so far as any evidence could be obtained,
1. Reports of Special Committee, Convention Journal, page 942.
2. Il|f I ! II II It I ' It
1
N
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there was none to taint the loyalty or Impeach the patriotism
of any delegate. There in no Inclination to censure the repor+er
though your committee greatly depricate any attempt to dignify
vague rumor into serious and grrve charges. •*
There is no proof that any member wa° ever disloyal. They
all protested they were loyal to the general government, but in
the eyes of many loyal men their action was in effect disloyal.
From all the evidence to be obtained, there is no doubt that the
leaders considered themselves good Union men. They were opposed, to
a diruption of the Union, they were oppc 1 to the extension of
slavery, but they were not in favor of a war which would interfere
with slavery; hence they :ere in a mood to criticize the war pol-
ler of the administration. Yet, they scarcely did this distinctly
except in cases of arbitrary arrests for disloyal utterances - they
however
were too strongly dsmooratic to favor such a vast extension of ar-
bitrary military powers as the suspension of the writ of Habeas
Corpus involved.
The leaders did not consider loyalty to the national govern-
ment to include loyalty to governor Yates and the state military
department. They were willing to go to almost any length to em-
barrass the officers of the state and to prepare a state consti-
tution which would enable them to reorganize their party and re-
gain and hold control of the machinery of the state government.
If they were disloyal, It was in the indirect way of doing all they
could to cripple the efficiency of the military organization of
the state government, which might have resulted ,in seme one of the
crises of the war, in seriously orppiTling the national government.
l fl Convention Journal, pa~e 943.
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If they had succeeded in doin<~ nil they planned, there In but little
doubt but some such result would have followed; but we have no
proof that the leaders foresaw such results as possible or delib-
erately aimed to brinr them about.
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